We explore the transform coefficients of various fractalbased schemes for statistical dependence and exploit correlations to improve the compression capabilities of these schemes. In most of the standard fractal-based schemes, the transform coefficients exhibit a degree of linear dependence that can be exploited by using an appropriate vector quantizer such as the LBG algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
JPEG and Vector Quantization have certainly been the most commonly used methods for image compression, followed more recently by wavelet methods. However, over the past few years, there has also been much interest and development in fractal-based methods of image compression [3, 4, 71, accompanied by a number of significant developments [5]. Most of these schemes are centered around the method of Iterated Function Systems [2] . The common conception is that fractal-based schemes exploit geometric self-similarities that are inherent in images. However, a more realistic justification of these schemes is that they exploit the local scaling properties of irregularities, e.g. edges, across a range of resolutions, in turn reflected in the decay of associated wavelet coefficients. [8, 121 Fractal-based schemes seek to approximate a target image function f(z, y) as a union or tiling of geomet- in particular the coefficients of its geometric and greylevel transformations, that is stored in computer memory, often requiring much less storage than the original image f, resulting in significant (lossy) data compression.
In this study, we explore the statistical dependencies of transform coefficients for various fractal schemes and exploit such correlations to improve their compres sion capabilities. We find that the fractal transform coefficients for most standard fractal-based schemes exhibit a degree of linear dependence that can be exploited by using a proper vector quantizer such as the LBG algorithm. Additional compression is achieved by lossless Huffman coding of the quantized coefficients.
BASICS OF FRACTAL COMPRESSION
As stated earlier, given a target image f, we seek to find a contractive fractal transform operator T with is suitably small. In other words, T should send the target close to itself.
Originally, IFS-type methods sought to express a target set or image as a union of shrunken copies of itself. However, most real-world objects are rarely so entirely self-similar. Instead, self-similarity may be exhibited only locally, in the sense that subregions of an image may be self-similar. This is the basis of the block-encoding scheme of Jacquin [SI that has been used in most fractal-based methods to date and which we briefly summarize below:
e The target image is subdivided into two different partitions of nonoverlapping blocks, as illustrated in figure 1.
for simplicity we typically choose M = 2m, for some integer m. In standard practice, the grey level maps are assumed to be affine, Le.
Because the child blocks are nonoverlapping the minimization of the L2 distance in Eq.
(1) becomes a least squares determination of Q and p. Ideally, the best results are obtained from an e%-haustive search in which all parent blocks as well as all possible geometric maps are tested: For each child Ckl, the parent block address, the geometric map index and grey level map coefficients yielding the smallest L2 distance in Eq.(l) determine the fractal code for c k l . This procedure, introduced by Jacquin [6] , is obviously a computationally expensive procedure. Restrictive searches requiring much less computational time often yield results with rather small sacrifices in accuracy. This has been the object of much research in fractal image compression [5] . Some standard approaches include: (a) a reduced search of parent blocks to a prescribed neighborhood of the child block, (b) consideration of only a few -perhaps only one -geometric transformations of the parent block to the child block, (c) consideration only of parent blocks that overlap a child block, but allowing for "sliding". (d) modified grey level maps, including the place-dependent maps used in the so-called Bath Fractal Transform (BFT) In what follows, we consider three simple variations of the Jacquin block-encoding scheme along with the BFT, as summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 : Fractal schemes studied in this paper
In the case of no parent searching, a child block is is simply matched with its "co-centric" parent block, i.e. the parent block centered at the same pixel as the child block, except in the case of border blocks. The placedependent BFT grey level maps used in this study have the form
The final three terms correspond to the addition of a planar or "ramping" term to the fractal term a f ( z , Y).
QUANTIZATION O F FRACTAL COEFFICIENTS
In order to improve compression, we explored the fractal coefficients for various types of statistical dependence. It has been found that for the first three schemes, the grey-level coefficients exhibit a high degree of linear dependence as illustrated in figure 2. Similar correlation was found to exist among some of the BFT coefficients. This suggests the use of an appropriate vector Figure 2 : cy vs. / 3 coefficients for scheme I, based on four test images( "Lena", "Ape", "Aspen" and "San Rancisco").
quantization algorithm to quantize the slope and the intercept simultaneously as a two-dimensional vector.
The LBG vector quantization algorithm [ll] was used to quantize some of the highly correlated fractal coeficients simultaneously and dependently, and the results are illustrated in figures 3 and 4. The quantization details as well as the errors are given in the captions.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper represents a preliminary attempt to study and exploit the redundancies in the fractal coefficients in order to achieve compression gain. For various fractal schemes, it was found that the grey-level coefficients exhibit some degree of linear dependence. The LBG vector quantizer was used to quantize the correlated coefficients simultaneously. Some of the benefits of using such a quantizer include (i) compression gain, (ii) preservation of edge information, (iii) fractal image compression at a predetermined bit rate, and (iv) lack of dependence on the image. The Huffman algorithm was used for binary coding of the quantized fractal coefficients, achieving a near-entropy bit rate performance.
In the fractal schemes 1-111, a reduction in computational complexity of fractal transforms is generally accompanied by visible degradation in image fidelity. For the BFT scheme, however, a significant reduction in complexity was achieved with a relatively small loss in fidelity. Exploiting the correlation that seems to be inherent among some of the fractal coefficients results in an improvement of the compression capacity of these schemes. Further compression may be achieved by using differential and higher dimension LBG quantization a,p,.y,,yy) , l-D LBG Quantization of a, and T~ independently with: L = 512 levels(9 bits), and 2-Dimensional LBG quantization of (p, yy ), simultaneously with: L = 16384 levels(l2 bits), RMSE=10.11, PSNR = 28.03, Bit rate=0.47bpp, CR = 17.01:1, encoding time = 10 sec.
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